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DECAY OF CORRELATIONS FOR MAXIMAL MEASURE OF
MAPS DERIVED FROM ANOSOV
FAN YANG AND JIAGANG YANG
Abstract. It was proven by Ures that C1 diffeomorphism of T3 that is de-
rived from Anosov admits a unique maximal measure. Here we show that the
maximal measure has exponential decay of correlations for Ho¨lder observables.
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1. Introduction
By the early 1970s, Brin, Pesin [8] and Pugh, Shub [33] began the study of
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms, as an extension of the classical class of Anosov
diffeomorphisms.
A diffeomorphism f on a compact manifold M is partially hyperbolic if there is
a df -invariant splitting of the tangent bundle TM = Es ⊕ Ec ⊕ Eu, such that all
unit vectors vi ∈ Eix \ {0} (i = s, c, u) with x ∈ M for some suitable Riemannian
metric satisfies
eλ1(x) ≤ |df |Esx (v
s)| ≤ eλ2(x),
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eλ3(x) ≤ |df |Ecx (v
c)| ≤ eλ4(x),
eλ5(x) ≤ |df |Eux (v
u)| ≤ eλ6(x),
where λ1(x) ≤ λ2(x) < λ3(x) ≤ λ4(x) < λ5(x) ≤ λ6(x) and λ2(x) < 0, λ5(x) > 0.
We are interested in three dimensional derived from Anosov diffeomorphisms,
D(A), which are the partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in the same isotopy class
with some linear Anosov diffeomorphism A. This definition is a generalization of the
classical construction of partially hyperbolic, robustly transitive diffeomorphisms by
Man˜e´ [29]. Let us mention that, although in the same isotopy class, the dynamics
of a derived from Anosov diffeomorphism and the linear Anosov one can be quite
different. For example, the center exponent of a volume preserving derived from
Anosov diffeomorphism may have different sign with the center exponent of the
linear Anosov diffeomorphism ( [31]).
On the other hand, in the last decade, people began to realize that, the de-
rived from Anosov diffeomorphism does inherit topological hyperbolicity from its
isotopy class (see for example, [7, 19, 32, 20]). This weak hyperbolicity was used
in [21, 37, 40] to deduce measure-theoretical properties for derived from Anosov
diffeomorphisms.
By the variation principle, for any invariant probability measure of a diffeo-
morphism, the metric entropy is always bounded by the topological entropy. An
invariant probability is calledmaximal if the corresponding metric entropy coincides
with the topological entropy of this diffeomorphism. In other words, the maximal
measures are the measures which are most complicated. It is a well-known fact that
every transitive Anosov diffeomorphism admits a unique maximal measure, and this
maximal measure has exponential decay of correlations for Ho¨lder continuous ob-
servables (see for instance [6]). It was observed by Ures in [37] 1 and Viana-Yang
[40] that every diffeomorphism f ∈ D(A) also admits a unique maximal measure.
Denote this maximal measure of f by νf , in this paper we are going to prove the
following:
Theorem A. 2 Suppose A is a three dimensional linear Anosov diffeomorphism
over T3. Then for any C1 diffeomorphism f ∈ D(A), its maximal measure νf has
exponential decay of correlations for Ho¨lder continuous observables: for 0 < γ < 1
there exists some constants 0 < τ < 1 such that for all φ, ψ ∈ Cγ(M) there exists
K(φ, ψ) > 0 satisfying
|
∫
(φ ◦ fn)ψdνf −
∫
φdνf
∫
ψdνf |≤ K(φ, ψ)τ
n, for every n ≥ 1.
We also obtain a large deviation estimate for C0 functions. For any function φ,
let Sn(φ) =
∑n−1
k=0 φ ◦ f
k be the ergodic sum. We have the following:
Theorem B. Suppose A is a three dimensional linear Anosov diffeomorphism over
T
3 with negative center exponent. For every φ ∈ C0(M) with νf (φ) = 0 and every
ǫ > 0 there exists constants Cǫ, cǫ > 0 such that
νf (|Sn(φ)| > ǫn) ≤ Cǫe
−cǫn.
1In [37], the partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism is supposed to be uniform absolute, that is,
the parameters λi(x), i = 1, . . . , 6 in the definition of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism do not
depend on x.
2 In [10], a different kind of derive fromd Anosov diffeomorphism was considered, where they
assume the existence of Markov partition, some ’good’ component where the center direction is
uniformly expanding, and on the ’bad’ components the center direction does not contract too
much, that is, the small norm is bounded from below by a value close to one (condition (5)).
With C1+ regularity assumption, they proved similar results. We thank Paulo Varandas for the
discussion on this work.
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Because in Theorem A we can always replace f by its inverse, throughout this
paper, we always assume A has negative center exponent.
1.1. Stretch of proof. We will use an argument that is similar to [13], where the
coupling method was used to study the Gibbs-u states of three dimensional C1+
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms that are:
(i) u-convergent [13, Section 2],
(ii) mostly contracting along the center direction[13, Section 3].
First of all, for the maximal measure νf , we need to define reference measures
on every unstable plaque that are different from the Lebesgue measure, which is
explained in Subsection 2.3. More precisely, we deduce this class of measures using
the Franks’ semiconjugation between the derived from Anosov diffeomorphism f
and the linear Anosov map A. In principle, this class of measures is only defined on
a full measure subset, but these reference measures defined on the unstable plaques
are invariant under the holonomy map induced by the center-stable foliation, hence
we may define it on the whole manifold.
To apply the coupling argument, we need to show that the properties (i) and (ii)
above are satisfied by our reference measures. The main difficulty in our proof is
that, for every derived from Anosov diffeomorphisms in D(A), we need to deduce
the strong measure-theoretical hyperbolicity from the weak topological hyperbolic-
ity (Proposition 2.1). In Section 3, we show the measures νf have uniform negative
center exponent. Moreover, in Section 4 we show that νf is u-convergent; indeed
we show that the support of νf is a u-minimal component (Subsection 4.2) and
that it has mostly contracting center (Subsection 4.3).
The proof of Theorem B can be found in Section 5. The coupling argument for
Theorem A is explained through Sections 6 to 7.
In the classic theory regarding decay of correlation, the C1+ regularity is used
for the following three reasons:
• the transfer operator preserves the space of Ho¨lder functions;
• the distortion estimation along the unstable plaques;
• the absolutely continuity of center-stable holonomy assuming the center
exponents are all negative (by Pesin theory [30]).
In order to make the coupling argument work for C1 diffeomorphisms, first we ob-
serve that the Jacobian of f with respect to the reference measures on u-plagues
is piecewise constant (Proposition 4.2). Moreover, instead of using the bounded
distortion, we use a weak estimate – Proposition 5.4, which works for C1 diffeomor-
phisms. Finally, because the holonomy map induced by the center stable foliation
preserves the reference measures, we may avoid using the Pesin theory.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to the anonymous referee for a careful
revision of the manuscript.
2. Preliminary
We assume A : T3 → T3 to be a linear hyperbolic torus automorphism with
eigenvalues 0 < κ1 < κ2 < 1 < κ3 and eigenspaces E1, E2, E3 respectively, and
f ∈ D(A) to be a derived from Anosov diffeomorphism.
We treat A as a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism with invariant subbundles
EsA = E1, E
c
A = E2 and E
u
A = E3. Denote by ω the maximal measure of A,
it is well-known that, ω is indeed the volume measure. We also denote by F iA
(i = s, c, u, cs, cu) the linear foliation tangent to the subbundles EsA, E
c
A, E
u
A, E
cs
A =
EsA ⊕ E
c
A, E
cu
A = E
c
A ⊕ E
u
A respectively.
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2.1. Dynamical coherence. By Franks [17], there exists a continuous surjective
map h : T3 → T3 which semiconjugates f to A: h ◦ f = A ◦ h. The following
proposition shows that every three dimensional derived from Anosov diffeomor-
phism admits a weak form of topological hyperbolicity.
Proposition 2.1. f is dynamically coherent, the Franks’ semiconjugation h maps
the center stable, center, center unstable and unstable leaves of f into the corre-
sponding leaves of A. Moreover,
(a) restricted to each unstable leaf of f , h is bijective;
(b) there is K > 0 depending only on f , such that for every x ∈ T3, h−1(x),
called the fiber of the semiconjugacy is either a point, or a connected center
segment of f with length bounded by K.
(c) the stable, center, unstable foliation of f are quasi-isometric, that is, there
exist a, b > 0 such that for any two points x˜, y˜ belonging to the same lifted
leaf F˜ i (i = s, c, u) in the universal covering space R3,
dF˜i(x˜, y˜) < ad(x˜, y˜) + b
where d(·, ·) is the Euclidean metric on R3.
(d) the fibers of the semiconjugacy are invariant under unstable holonomy, that
is, for any x, y ∈ T3, the unstable foliation of f induces a holonomy map
which maps h−1(x) to h−1(y).
Proof. It is proven by Potrie [32, Theorem A.1] that f is dynamically coherent.
Moreover, in [32, Theorem 7.10] he shows that the semiconjugation h maps each
center stable leaf of f to a center stable leaf of A. By considering the inverse
of f , one may show that h also maps the center unstable leaf of f into a center
unstable leaf of A. Because every center leaf of f belongs to the intersection of the
corresponding center stable leaf and center unstable leaf, by the previous discussion,
h maps every center leaf of f to a center leaf of A.
The item (a) is proven in [32, Corollary 7.7, Remark 7.8], and item (b) is proven
by [37] (see also [40, Proposition 3.1]). Fc being quasi-isometry is proven by Ham-
merlindl and Potrie in [20, Section 3]. Item (d) is a simple corollary of the fact that
the semiconjugacy maps the center, unstable and center unstable leaves of f into
the corresponding leaves of A. 
Remark 2.2. By Ledrappier-Walter’s formula [26], h∗ preserves metric entropy. In
particular, h∗(νf ) = ω
The following proposition shows that this topological hyperbolicity implies that
the ergodic measures with high entropy for any derived from Anosov diffeomorphism
f and for the linear Anosov diffeomorphism A are essentially the same.
Proposition 2.3. [40, Theorem 3.6] Let µ be an ergodic probability measure of f
with hµ(f) > − log κ1. Then for µ almost every x, h−1 ◦ h(x) = {x}, that is, the
map h∗ induced by the semiconjugation h is bijective on the set of ergodic measures
with entropy larger than − logκ1.
For the further discussion, we also need the following property:
Lemma 2.4. For every x belonging to a full measure subset ΓA of ω, h
−1(FuA(x))
consists of a single unstable leaf.
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, there is a νf full measure subset Γ such that for every
y ∈ Γ, h−1 ◦ h(y) = y. Let ΓA = h(Γ), then by Remark 2.2, ω(ΓA) = 1 (for the
measurability of ΓA see [40, Corollary 3.4]).
For every point x ∈ ΓA, by Proposition 2.1(a), h−1(FuA(x)) is a union of unstable
leaves of f . Because h−1(x) consists of a unique point, by Proposition 2.1[(d)], for
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every y ∈ FuA(x), h
−1(y) consists of a single point; hence, h−1(FuA(x)) consists of a
single unstable leaf.

2.2. Markov partition along Fu. In this subsection, we will build a Markov
partition along the unstable foliation of f , and consider the disintegration of ν
along this partition, where a partition A is said to be Markov if it is increasing
under iterations of f (fA ≺ A). We say that a partition A is along the unstable
foliation if for almost every x, the element of the partition containing x belongs
to some unstable leaf. We refer the readers to [27] for more details (in which it is
called partitions subordinate to Wu).
We start with a Markov partition MA = {MA1 , . . . ,M
A
k } for the linear Anosov
map A, which enables us to define a partition ξA along the unstable foliation, such
that the elements are the connected components of the intersection of each unstable
leaf with MAi (i = 1, . . . , k). This partition is clearly a Markov partition.
The two partitions MA and ξA above induce similar partitions for f :
• M = {h−1(MAi ); i = 1, . . . , k};
• ξu = {ξu(x) = (h |Fu(x))
−1(ξA(h(x)))}.
By the Franks’ semiconjugation and Proposition 2.1 (a), ξu is a Markov partition
of f along the unstable foliation given by the intersection of elements of M and
Fu.
By Proposition 2.3, there is a νf full measure subset Γ and a ω full measure subset
ΓA such that h |Γ is bijective and preserves the measures, that is, for any measurable
subset X ⊂ Γ, ν(X) = ω(h(X)). By Lemma 2.4, h−1∗ maps the conditional measure
ωu(·) of ω corresponding to the partition ξ
A to the conditional measure νu(·) of ν
corresponding to the partition ξu. That is, for any x ∈ ΓA, (h−1)∗ωux = ν
u
h−1(x).
2.3. Local product structure. It is well know that the maximal measure ω of the
linear Anosov diffeomorphism is Lebesgue. Since A has linear foliations, we have,
for i = 1, . . . , k and xAi ∈ M
A
i , denote by F
∗
A,loc(x
A
i ) (∗ = cs, u) the connected
component of F∗ ∩MAi which contains x
A
i , then for each i = 1, . . . , k, there are
measure ωcsi and ω
u
i supported on F
cs
A,loc(xi) and F
u
A,loc(xi) respectively, such that
(1) ω |MAi = ω
cs
i × ω
u
i .
Then (1) implies that in each foliation chart MAi , the center-stable holonomy
preserves the conditional measures ωu(·).
Definition 2.5. Denote by Hcsx,y : ξ
u(x) → ξu(y) the center stable holonomy map.
More precisely, for x, y ∈Mi, z ∈ ξu(x), Hcsx,y(z) is the unique point on ξ
u(y) given
by {Hcsx,y(z)} = ξ
u(y)∩Fcsloc(z). Here F
∗
loc(z), ∗ = cs, u is the connected component
of F∗ ∩Mi that contains z.
For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, fix any xi ∈ h−1(xAi ). Recall that by Proposition 2.1, h
preserve the unstable and center-stable foliations, and restrict to each unstable leaf
of f , h is bijective. Because h∗(νf ) = ω, we have that:
Proposition 2.6. For every i = 1, . . . , k, there are measures νcsi and ν
u
i supported
on Fcsloc(xi) and F
u
loc(xi) such that
ν |Mi= ν
cs
i × ν
u
i .
This implies that for any y ∈ Γ ∩Mi, the conditional measure νuy = (H
cs
xi,y)∗(ν
u
i ).
In particular, for any y, z ∈ Γ ∩Mi, Hcsy,z maps the conditional measure ν
u
y to ν
u
z
with Jacobian equal to 1.
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By the above proposition, we can indeed extend the family of conditional mea-
sures {νux : x in some full measure subset Γ} to the whole T
3. More precisely, for
every x ∈Mi, define
νux = (H
cs
xi,x)∗ν
u
i .
By the uniqueness of disintegration of ν ( see [35] and the survey paper [11] for
more details on the existence and uniqueness of conditional measures), the Jacobian
of f with respect to νu is piecewise constant. To be more precisem, we have:
Lemma 2.7. For every x ∈M ,
df∗(ν
u
x ) |ξu(f(x))
dνuf(x)
(f(x)) = νux (f
−1ξu(f(x))).
Remark 2.8. νux (f
−1ξu(f(x))) can only take finitely many possible values. By the
discussion above, we have
νux (f
−1ξu(f(x))) = ωuh(x)(A
−1(ξA(A(h(x))))).
Recall that ξA is a partition consists of linear unstable plaques of A, and ωu(·) is
the normalization of Lebesgue measure restricted on the unstable plaque, the latter
item of the above equality can only be one of finitely many positive values.
From now on we take a1 = minx∈T3{ν
u
x (f
−1ξu(f(x)))} > 0.
2.4. High iteration. In this subsection we claim that, to prove Theorem A for f ,
it suffices to consider its iteration fN for any N > 0.
This is because all iterates of f have the same measure of maximal entropy.
Suppose Theorem A holds for fN with N > 0, that is, for any φ, ψ ∈ Cγ(M) there
exists KN (φ, ψ) > 0 satisfying
|
∫
(φ ◦ fnN )ψdνf −
∫
φdνf
∫
ψdνf |≤ KN (φ, ψ)τ
n = (τ1/N )nN , for every n ≥ 1.
Then for m = nN + i with 1 ≤ i < N ,
|
∫
(φ ◦ fm)ψdνf −
∫
φdνf
∫
ψdνf |
=|
∫
(φ ◦ f i) ◦ fnNψdνf −
∫
φ ◦ f idνf
∫
ψdνf |
≤ KN(φ ◦ f
i, ψ)(τ1/N )nN
=
KN(φ ◦ f i, ψ)
τ i/N
(τ1/N )m.
Take K(φ, ψ) = maxi=0,...,N−1{
KN (φ◦f
i,ψ)
τ i/N
}, we conclude the proof of Theo-
rem A.
3. Negative center exponent
In this section we show that the center Lyapunov exponent of νf is negative,
which was proven in [37] for every C1+α derived from Anosov diffeomorphism.
We will show that this proposition indeed holds for any C1 derived from Anosov
diffeomorphism.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose f is a C1 diffeomorphism belongs to D(A), then λc(νf ) ≤
log κ2 < 0.
Proof. First, let us observe that three dimensional partially hyperbolic diffeomor-
phisms are always C1 away from tangencies (see [41]). Hence, by [28], the metric
entropy varies upper-semi continuously with respect to the invariant measures and
the diffeomorphisms.
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By Remark 2.2, for any diffeomorphism g ∈ D(A), the topological entropy is
always equal to htop(A). Moreover, by [37], g admits a unique maximal measure
νg. If we take a sequence of C
2 diffeomorphisms gn → f in the C1 topology and µ
an accumulation point of νgn , we get that
hµ(f) ≥ lim sup
n
hνgn (gn) = htop(A).
By the uniqueness of the maximal measure of f , we have µ = νf . Hence, we
conclude that the maximal measure νf varies continuously respect to the diffeo-
morphisms. Because the center bundle is one dimensional, we get that
λc(νf ) =
∫
log |df |Ec (x)|dνf (x)
varies continuously respect to the diffeomorphisms. Therefore, it suffices for us
to prove the above theorem for C2 diffeomorphisms. This was proved by Ures in
[37][Theorem 5.1] for the absolute partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms which are
derived from Anosov. Here we are going to explain how Ures’ proof works for any
partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms: The only place where the absolute partial
hyperbolicity is used in that proof is that the unstable foliation is quasi-isometric,
but this does hold for any partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms in the same isotopy
class of A (Proposition 2.1[(c)]).

4. Classification of νf
In this section we are going to build a contracting property along Ecs bundle for
every element of ξu (Proposition 4.5). The argument depends on the following two
properties:
• the maximal measure is unique;
• the conditional measure νu· of νf along the partition ξ
u is invariant under
center-stable holonomy map (Proposition 2.6).
As we have already mentioned, these two properties are consequences of the topo-
logical hyperbolicity (Proposition 2.1) of the derived from Anosov diffeomorphism.
4.1. Special probability measure spaces. In this subsection we are going to
introduce a special class of probability measures which are defined on unstable
plaques. A similar definition was used by Dolgopyat in [13, Section 5] (with different
reference measure) to study physical measures. Different from [13][Corollary 6.3],
the proof of uniqueness of invariant measure in the special class of measures used
in this paper (Lemma 4.3) is much simpler.
Fix 0 < γ < 1 which denotes the regularity of Ho¨lder functions. Let E1(R) be
the set of probability measures l such that for ϕ ∈ C0(T3),
l(ϕ) =
∫
ξu(x)
ϕ(z)eG(z)dνux (z),
where l(1) = 1 and |G(z1) − G(z2)| ≤ Rdγ(z1, z2) for any z1, z2 ∈ ξu(x). In other
words, E1(R) is the space of probability measures that are absolutely continuous
with respect to some νux , with density e
G(z) for some Ho¨lder continous function G.
Let E2(R) be the convex hall of E1(R) and E(R) the closure of E2(R) under
weak∗ topology. The family E(R) is continuous: E(R0) =
⋂
R>R0
E(R) (This
follows from the fact that E1(R0) =
⋂
R>R0
E1(R)). Denote by T (l) = l(ϕ ◦ f) the
transfer operator, and λ5 = maxx λ5(x).
Remark 4.1. In the following we will consider two different types of convergence in
the above measure spaces:
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• the convergence respect to the weak∗ topology, which is mainly used in this
section;
• and a more subtle control on the speed of convergence with respect to the
norm ‖ · ‖γ on the space C
γ(T3), where ‖l‖γ denotes the norm of l as the
element of (Cγ(T3))∗.
Unless otherwise explained, we will be using the first type of convergence.
Proposition 4.2. T : E(R)→ E(Re−λ5γ).
Proof. It suffices to prove that T : E1(R)→ E2(Re
−λ5γ).
Take l ∈ E1(R) such that supp(l) ⊂ ξu(x) for some point x ∈M . Then
T (l)(ϕ) =
∫
ξu(x)
eG(x)ϕ(f(z))dνux (z) =
∫
f(ξu(x))
eG◦f
−1(y)ϕ(y)df∗ν
u
x (y).
Let f(ξu(x)) =
⋃
i ξ
u(xi), by the uniqueness of disintegration (Lemma 2.7),
f∗(ν
u
x ) =
∑
ciν
u
xi , where ci = ν
u
x (f
−1(ξu(xi))). Then T (l) =
∑
cili where
li(ϕ) =
∫
ξu(xi)
eG◦f
−1(y)ϕ(y)dνuxi(y).
Because |(G ◦ f−1)(y1)− (G ◦ f−1)(y2)| ≤ Re−λ5γdγ(y1, y2), we have T : E1(R)→
E2(Re
−λ5γ). 
Lemma 4.3. E(0) contains a unique invariant probability measure: νf .
Proof. First notice that νf is contained in E(0) and is invariant.
Suppose µ is an invariant probability measure contained in E(0). By the defini-
tion of E(0), the conditional measures of µ along the partition ξu are νu(·) almost
everywhere. We claim that the disintegration of h∗(µ) along the partition ξ
A equals
to ωu(·). The claim follows from the definition of ν
u
(·): for every x ∈ T
3,
h∗(ν
u
x ) = ω
u
h(x).
Since among the invariant probability measures of A, only ω admits such disin-
tegration, the above claim implies that h∗(µ) = ω. Because (h
−1)∗(ω) = νf , we
complete the proof. 
4.2. Mostly contracting center. Diffeomorphisms with mostly contracting cen-
ter were first defined for C1+ partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms by Bonatti-
Viana [5] as a technical condition to study physical measures, which, roughly speak-
ing, means that on every unstable plaque, the center-stable bundle Ecs has some
non-uniform contraction on a positive Lebesgue measure subset. A somewhat dif-
ferent definition was given by [13][(6)]; it was shown that such a hypothesis is
important which enables us to apply the coupling argument for physical measures.
Although the authors could not find an available proof, the two definitions on dif-
feomorphisms with mostly contracting center are equivalent, which can be deduced
by the arguments in [14] and [15]. We omit the proof here since the equivalence
will not be used in this paper. For more discussion on diffeomorphisms with mostly
contracting center, see [15].
In this section, we will show that a contracting property for the center-stable
bundle similar to Dolgopyat’s definition ([13][(6)]) does hold for every C1 derived
from Anosov diffeomorphism and for our reference measures. The other kind of con-
tracting property for the center-stable bundle similar to Bonatti-Viana’s definition
will be given in the next section.
Remark 4.4. We should notice that, the center exponent of the maximal measure ν
being negative is not sufficient for our proof. Indeed, in order to apply the coupling
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argument on any pairs of unstable plaques, we will need the contracting property
to hold for every unstable plaque.
Proposition 4.5. There is n0 > 0 and α0 > 0 such that for any x ∈ T
3 and
n ≥ n0,
(2)
∫
ξu(x)
log(dfn |Ec)(y)dν
u
x (y) ≤ −α0 < 0.
Proof. We take α0 = −λc(νf )/2 > 0. Suppose this proposition is false, then there
is xn ∈ T3 and tn →∞ such that∫
ξu(xn)
log(df tn |Ec)(y)dν
u
xn(y) ≥ −α0.
But any limit of the sequence 1tn
∑
(f i)∗(ν
u
xn) belongs to E(0) and is an invariant
probability measure, hence coincides to νf , this implies that
1
tn
∑
(f i)∗(ν
u
xn)→ νf .
Then
1
tn
∫
ξu(xn)
log(df tn |Ec)(y)dν
u
xn(y) =
1
tn
∫
ξu(xn)
tn−1∑
i=0
log(df |Ec)(f
i(y))dνuxn(y)
=
∫
ξu(xn)
log(df |Ec)d
1
tn
tn−1∑
i=0
(f i)∗(ν
u
xn)
→ λc(νf ),
a contradiction. 
Remark 4.6. By the discussion in Subsection 2.4, for simplicity, we assume n0 = 1
from now on.
4.3. Support of νf . In this section we will show a contracting property (3) for
our reference measures, which is similar to the one used by Bonatti-Viana in [5]
with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We are also going to analyze the support of
the maximal measure.
Definition 4.7. Suppose F is a foliation, we say a compact subset Λ is F saturated
if it consists of union of entire F leaves. We say an F saturated set Λ is minimal
if every F leaf contained inside Λ is dense.
A hypothesis called u-convergent was used in [13] to build the coupling technique,
which is weaker than the assumption of minimality of unstable foliation. Later it
was shown by [39][Proposision 4.4] that the support of every physical measure con-
sists of finitely many minimal unstable components. It was shown by [37] that for
any C1 derived from Anosov diffeomorphism f , if it is absolutely partially hyper-
bolic, then the support of νf is an F minimal component. We are going to show
that the same argument indeed works for any partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism.
Proposition 4.8. The support of νf is u saturated. Moreover, supp(νf ) is a
minimal Fu foliation component. And there are r0 > 0, 0 < a0 < 1 and C > 0
such that for every x ∈ T3, there is a set Γx ⊂ ξu(x) satisfying:
(a) νux (Γx) > a0;
(b) for every y ∈ Γx,
(3) ‖dfn |Ecs(y) ‖ ≤ Ce
nλc(νf )/2,
and for any z ∈ Fcsr0 (y) and every n ≥ 0, d(f
n(y), fn(z)) < Cenλ
c(νf )/2.
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Remark 4.9. Replacing f by some power, we may assume that C = 1. More-
over, by changing the metric, we may assume the bundles Es, Ec, Eu in the partial
hyperbolic splitting are orthogonal. Then by the definition of partial hyperbolicity,
(4) ‖dfn |Ecs(x) ‖ = ‖df
n |Ec(x) ‖ for any x ∈ T
3 and any n > 0.
Proof. Because supp(νf ) is f invariant, to prove that supp(νf ) is Fu saturated, it
suffices to show that for any x ∈ supp(νf ), ξ
u(x) ⊂ supp(νf ).
For the linear Anosov diffeomorphism A, it is well known that for every z ∈
T
3, supp(ωuz ) = ξ
A(z), this is because, the maximal measure coincides with the
Lebesgue measure. Recall that h is injective between unstable leaves, and for νf
typical point y, h∗(ν
u
y ) = ω
u
h(y), we have that supp(ν
u
y ) = ξ
u(y).
Take νu typical points yn converging to x, since supp(νf ) is a compact set, this
implies that ξu(x) = lim ξu(yn) ⊂ supp(νf ). Hence supp(νf ) is F
u saturated.
Now we are ready to show that supp(νf ) is indeed a minimal Fu component,
which was proven in [37][Section 6] with the additional assumption that f is ab-
solutely partially hyperbolic. Now let us show that the same proof still works for
any derived from Anosov diffeomorphism. Ures’ proof depends on the following two
facts: Franks’ semiconjugation h maps the center stable, center leaves of f into the
corresponding leaves of A; and for any point x ∈ T3, h−1(x) is either a point, or a
connected center segment of f with uniform bounded length. By Proposition 2.1,
the above two properties do hold for any derived from Anosov diffeomorphisms.
We conclude that supp(νf ) is a minimal Fu component.
Let us continue the proof. Take b1 = e
λc(νf )3/4. Denote by Γ the set of x such
that for any n ≥ 0,
‖dfn |Ecs(x) ‖ ≤ b
n
1 .
Then Γ is a compact set.
Lemma 4.10. νf (Γ) > 0.
Proof. Take any νf regular point x. By Birkhoff ergodic theorem,
(5)
1
n
log |dfn |Ec(x) | =
1
n
n−1∑
i=0
log |df |Ec(fi(x)) | → λ
c(νf ).
We claim that there is x′ = f j(x) for some j > 0 such that
(6) |dfn |Ec(x′) | < e
nλc(νf )3/4 for any n ≥ 0 .
Suppose this claim is false, then there is n0 > 0 such that |dfn0 |Ec(x) | >
en0λ
c(νf )3/4. Also there is n1 > 0 such that |dfn1 |Ec(fn0(x)) | > e
n1λ
c(νf )3/4.
· · · . Then the sequence of positive integers nj (j ≥ 0) satisfies
|df
∑m
j=0 nj |Ec(x) | > e
(
∑m
j=0 nj)λ
c(νf )3/4,
a contradiction to (5).
By Birkhoff ergodic theorem, νf (Γ) > 0. 
Because b1 < e
λc(νf )/2 < 1, by [1, Lemma 2.7], there is r1 > 0 such that every
x ∈ Γ has uniform size of stable manifold, which contains Fcs2r1 , more precisely, for
any y, z ∈ Fcs2r1(x) and n ≥ 0,
d(fn(y), fn(z)) < enλ
c(νf )/2.
Moreover, we may assume the bundles Es, Ec, Eu in the partial hyperbolicity split-
ting are orthogonal. Then by the continuation of ‖df |Ec(x) ‖ and Remark 4.9,
‖dfn |Ecs(y) ‖ = ‖df
n |Ec(y) ‖ ≤ e
nλc(νf )/2.
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Take a νf generic point x0 such that ν
u
x0(Γ) = a1 > 0. There is a neighborhood V
of ξu(x0), such that for any point y ∈ V , the holonomy map Hcsx0,y between ξ
u(x0)
and ξu(y) satisfies d(z,Hcsx0,y(z)) < r1. Because ξ
u
· is invariant under center-stable
holonomy map, for any y ∈ V , denote by Γy = Hcsx0,y(Γ∩ξ
u(x0)), then ν
u
y (Γy) = a1.
By the minimality of the unstable foliation Fu inside supp(νf ), there is N > 0,
such that for any z ∈ supp(νf ), fN (ξu(z)) ∩ V 6= ∅. Let C = (max ‖df‖)N , and
r0 =
r1
C . Then suppose z
′ ∈ fN (ξu(z)) ∩ V , let Γz = f−N(Γz′). It is easy to see
that Γz satisfies (b). It remains to prove item (a).
Note that νuz (Γz) = ν
u
z (f
−N (ξu(z′)))νuz′ (Γz′) ≥ ν
u
z (f
−N (ξu(z′)))a1.
By Lemma 2.7, νuz (f
−N (ξu(z′))) =
∏N−1
j=0 ν
u
fj(z)(f
−1(ξu(fN−j+1(z′))). By Re-
mark 2.8, νufj(z)(f
−1(ξu(fN−j+1(z′))) is uniformly bounded from 0. Because N is
fixed, we complete the proof of this proposition.

5. Large Deviations
In this section we prove Theorem B in a more general form:
Proposition 5.1. For every φ ∈ C0(M) with νf (φ) = 0 and every ǫ > 0 there
exists constants Cǫ, cǫ > 0 such that for every l ∈ E(R),
l(|Sn(φ)| > ǫn) ≤ Cǫe
−cǫn.
Remark 5.2. To prove Proposition 5.1, it suffices to consider an iterations fN for
any N > 0.
Suppose Proposition 5.1 holds for fN , take φN =
∑N−1
i=0 φ ◦ f
i, for Nǫ/2 > 0
and φN , by Proposition 5.1, there are c, C > 0 such that
l(|Sn(φN )| >
nNǫ
2
) ≤ Ce−nc.
Take n0 > 0 such that ‖φ‖0 ≤
n0ǫ
2 , then for m > n0N , write m = nN + i with
1 ≤ i < N ,
l(|Sm(φ)| > mǫ) ≤ l(|Sn(φN )| >
nNǫ
2
) ≤ Ce−nc ≤ Cece−m
c
N .
Then we can take cε =
c
N and Cε = max{Ce
c, en0c} and conclude the proof of
Proposition 5.1.
In the following, by the discussion in Subsection 2.4 and Remark 5.2, we will
prove the above proposition for fn when n is sufficiently large.
The proof of the above proposition consists of several lemmas. The main idea
comes from [14]. We need to emphasis that, in order to make the argument works
for C1 diffeomorphism, instead of using distortion in [14][Proposition 4.3], we use a
weaker estimation (Proposition 5.4) which can be applied on diffeomorphisms with
less regularity.
Lemma 5.3. For any continuous function φ with νf (φ) < −α < 0 for some α < 0,
there is C1 > 0, such that for any n > 0 and x ∈ T3, we have∫
ξu(x)
Sn(φ)dν
u
x ≤ −nα/2 + C1.
Proof. By an argument similar to Proposition 4.5 with log(dfn|Ec) replaced by
Sn(φ), there is n0 > 0 such that
∫
ξu(x)
Sn0(φ)dν
u
x ≤ −n0α/2. In the following we
claim that this lemma is true for n = kn0 (without the constant C).
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To prove this claim, we use induction. Suppose this lemma holds for n =
n0, . . . , (k − 1)n0,∫
ξu(x)
Skn0 (φ)dν
u
x =
∫
ξu(x)
Sn0(φ) dνx +
∫
fn0(ξu(x))
S(k−1)n0(φ)d(f
n0
∗ ν
u
x ).
Let fn0(ξu(x)) =
⋃
ξu(xj). Then the second term equals
∑
j
cj
∫
ξu(xj)
S(k−1)n9(φ)dν
u
xj ,
where cj = ν
u
x (f
−n0(ξu(xj))). By induction,∫
ξu(xj)
S(k−1)n0(φ)dν
u
xj ≤ −(k − 1)n0α/2.
Summing over j, we complete the proof of the claim.
To finish the proof of the lemma for every n, we write n = kn0 + m with
0 ≤ m < n0. Then we have, by the claim,∫
ξu(x)
Sn(φ)dν
u
xj ≤
∫
ξu(x)
Skn0(φ)dν
u
xj + n0|φ| ≤ kn0α/2 + C,
with C = n0|A|. 
By the uniform contraction of f−n restricted to Fu and continuity of φ we have:
Proposition 5.4. There is C > 0 such that for any ε > 0, there exists an nε > 0
such that for any x ∈ T3, n ≥ nε and any y1, y2 ∈ f−n(ξu(x)),
|Sn(φ)(y1)− Sn(φ)(y2)| ≤ (n+ C)ε.
As a corollary of Lemma 5.3 and Proposition 5.4:
Corollary 5.5. For any continuous function φ with νf (φ) < −α < 0, there is α1 >
0 and n1 ∈ N such that for every n > n1 and for any x ∈ T3, write fn(ξu(x)) =
∪jξu(xj), we have, ∑
j
cj max
f−n(ξu(xj))
Sn(φ) ≤ −α1 < 0,
where cj = ν
u
x (f
−n(ξu(xj))).
By the discussion in Remark 5.2, replace f by its iteration fn for n large, we
think the above corollary works for any n ≥ 1. With this assumption, we have that:
Lemma 5.6. If s is small enough, there is a constant θ1 < 1 such that for every
n ≥ 1, ∑
j
cj exp
(
s max
f−n(ξu(xj))
Sn(φ)
)
≤ θ1.
Proof. Consider the function rx(s) =
∑
j cj exp
(
s ·maxf−n(ξu(xj)) Sn(φ)
)
. Then
rx(0) = 1,
drx
ds (0) ≤ −α1 < 0, and
∣∣∣d2rxds2 (s)
∣∣∣ is uniformly bounded for any x ∈ T3
and s ∈ [0, 1]. The last inequality comes from the fact that the items inside the
sum is uniformly bounded.
Then the lemma follows immediately from the above observation. 
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Corollary 5.7. For any n > 0, and any x ∈ T3, denote by fn(ξu(x)) = ∪jξu(xj)
and cj = ν
u
x (f
−n(ξu(xj))), then
(7)
∑
j
cj exp
(
s max
f−n(ξu(xj))
Sn(φ)
)
≤ θn1 .
Proof. The proof comes from an induction. By the previous lemma, (7) is valid for
k = 1. Now assume that it is correct for all k ≤ n − 1. Let f(ξu(x)) = ∪iξu(yi),
fn−1(ξu(yi)) = ∪jξu(xij), bi = νux (f
−1(ξu(yi))) and cij = ν
u
x (f
−n(ξu(xij))). Then
fn(ξu(x)) = ∪ijξu(xij), and
∑
ij
cij exp
(
s max
f−n(ξu(xij))
Sn(φ)
)
=
∑
ij
bicij exp
(
s max
f−n(ξu(xij))
Sn(φ)
)
≤
∑
i
bi exp
(
s max
f−1(ξu(yi))
S1(φ)
)∑
j
cij exp
(
s max
f−(n−1)(ξu(xij))
Sn−1(φ)
)
≤
∑
i
bi exp
(
s max
f−1(ξu(yi))
S1(φ)
)
θn−12 ≤
θn1 .

Proof of Proposition 5.1. First we verify the proposition for l ∈ E1(0).
Given function φ with νf (φ) = 0, for ǫ > 0 define φ˜ǫ = φ− ǫ. Then we can apply
Corollary 5.7 on φ˜ǫ and get for some 0 < θǫ < 1,
∑
j
cj exp
(
s max
f−n(ξu(xj))
Sn(φ˜ǫ)
)
≤ θnǫ .
This implies that
l(exp (s(Sn(φ)− nǫ))) ≤ θ
′n
ǫ
for every l ∈ E(0). Now we apply Chebyshev’s inequality and obtain
l(Sn(φ) ≥ nǫ) ≤ θ
′n
ǫ .
The same argument applying to the lower bound of Sn(φ) gives
l(|Sn(φ)| ≥ nǫ) ≤ θ
′′n
ǫ ,
this finishes the proof for l ∈ E(0). Now, given any l ∈ E1(R) we write n =
(1− δ)n+ δn for some δ > 0 small. we have
l(|Sn(φ)| ≥ nǫ) ≤ l(|Sδn(φ)| ≥
nǫ
2
) + l(|S(1−δ)n(φ) ◦ f
δn| ≥
nǫ
2
).
The first term is 0 if δ is chosen small enough. To deal with the second term we
assume that
l(ϕ) =
∫
ξu(x)
ϕ(z)eG(z)dνux (z).
Write f δnξ(x) =
⋃
i ξ(xi) and denote by li measures on ξ(xi) with
li(ϕ) =
∫
ξu(xi)
ϕ(z)eG(f
−δnz)dνux (z).
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Choose some zi ∈ ξu(xi) we get that
|li(ϕ)− ν
u
xi(ϕ)| =
∫
ξu(xi)
ϕ(z)(eG(f
−δnz) − 1)dνux (z)
=(eG(f
−δnzi) − 1)
∫
ξu(xi)
ϕ(z)dνux (z)
≤Cθ˜δn
where C and θ˜ depend on G and ϕ but not on i. As a result
l
(
|S(1−δ)n(φ) ◦ f
δn| ≥
nǫ
2
)
=
∑
i
cili
(
|S(1−δ)n(φ)| ≥
nǫ
2
)
≤
∑
i
ciν
u
xi
(
|S(1−δ)n(φ)| ≥
nǫ
2
)
+ Cθ˜δn
≤Cθ˜′n.

6. Coupling argument
This section is similar to [13][Section 6]. The proof of Theorem A in Subsec-
tion 6.1 is similar to the proof of Theorem I of [13][Section 10].
Recall that E1(R) is the set of measures l such that
(8) l(φ) =
∫
ξu(x)
φ(z)eG(z)dνux (z),
where φ ∈ C0(T3), l(1) = 1 and |G(z1)−G(z2)| ≤ Rdγ(z1, z2) for any z1, z2 ∈ ξu(x).
Let E2(R) be the convex hall of E1(R) and E(R) the closure of E2(R) under weak
∗
topology. In order to obtain a subtle control on the speed of convergence, from now
on, we will only consider the above measures applying on the space of functions
Cγ(T3) and consider the norm ‖ · ‖γ . As a result, in the rest of the paper, φ will
always denote a function in Cγ(T3). (See Remark 4.1.)
Let us observe that, although by Lemma 4.3, E(0) contains a unique invariant
measure, there still exist plenty of other probability measures which are not neces-
sarily invariant. We want to show that for large n and any l1, l2 ∈ E(R), T n(l1) is
exponentially close to T n(l2) when applied on functions φ ∈ Cγ(T3).
First we consider the case when l1 and l2 both belong to E1(0), that is, li = ν
u
xi .
Denote by Yi = ξ
u(xi) × I where I = [0, 1]. Equip Yi with the measure dmi =
dνuxi × dt.
Lemma 6.1. There is a measure preserving map τ : Y1 → Y2, a function R : Y1 →
N and constants C1, C2 > 0, ρ1 < 1, ρ2 < 1 such that
(A) If τ(y1, t1) = (y2, t2), then for n ≥ R(x1, t1),
(9) d(fn(y1), f
n(y2)) ≤ C1ρ
n−R
1 .
(B) m1(R > N) ≤ C2ρN2 .
The proof of Lemma 6.1 occupies Section 7.
Recall that ‖l‖γ denote the norm of l as an element of (Cγ(T3))∗.
Corollary 6.2. There exist C3 > 0, ρ3 < 1 such that for any n > 0, and any
l1, l2 ∈ E(0), ‖T n(l1 − l2)‖γ ≤ C3ρn3 .
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Proof. It suffices to prove for every li ∈ E1(0). We have
(T nlj)(ϕ) =
∫
Yj
ϕ(fn(yj))dmj(yj , tj).
Let (y2, t2) = τ(y1, t1). Then
T n(l1 − l2)(ϕ) ≤
∫
Y1
|ϕ(fn(y1)− ϕ(f
n(y2)))|dm1(y1, t1).
Let Z(n) = {z : R(z) ≤ n2 } then
(10)
|T n(l1 − l2)(ϕ)|
≤
∫
Z(n)
|ϕ(fn(y1))− ϕ(f
n(y2))|dm1(y1, t1) + 2‖ϕ‖0m1(Y1 \ Z(n))
≤ ‖ϕ‖γ
(
(C1ρ
n
2
1 )
γ + 2C2ρ
n
2
2
)
.

Replace l2 by νf , we have that
Corollary 6.3. For any l ∈ E(0) and any ϕ ∈ Cγ(M), n > 0,
∣∣ ∫ ϕ(fn(x))dl(x) − ν(ϕ)∣∣ ≤ C3ρn3 ‖ϕ‖γ.
6.1. Proof of the main results. To prove Theorem A, we need the following
lemma:
Lemma 6.4. For any R0 > 0, there is CR0 such that for any 0 < R < R0 and
l ∈ E(R) there exists l˜ ∈ E(0) such that ‖l − l˜‖0 ≤ CR0 ·R.
Proof. It suffices to prove for l ∈ E1(R). By the definition of E1(R), there is a
function G such that l(φ) =
∫
ξu(x) φ(z)e
G(z)dνux (z), where φ ∈ C
0(T3), l(1) = 1
and |G(z1) − G(z2)| ≤ Rd
γ(z1, z2) for any z1, z2 ∈ ξ
u(x). We may assume the
diameter of every ξu(·) is less than one, then
(11)
1
R
≤
eG(y)
eG(z)
≤ R for every y, z ∈ ξu(x).
Because
∫
eG(z)νux = 1, minG |ξu(x)≤ 1 ≤ maxG |ξu(x). By (11),
1
R ≤ G |ξu(x)≤ R.
Thus |
∫
φ(z)dνux (z) −
∫
φ(z)eG(z)dνux (z)| ≤ ‖φ‖0
∫
|1 − eG(z)|dνux (z) < CR0R‖φ‖0,
where CR0 is the constant such that |e
a − 1| < CR0a for any 0 < a < R0.

Proof of Theorem A. Consider l ∈ E(R). By Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 6.4, there
exist CR > 0 and l˜ ∈ E(0) such that
‖T
n
2 l − l˜‖γ ≤ CR · e
−λ5γn
2 .
Hence, by Corollary 6.2, there is 0 < τ = max{e
−λ5γ
2 , ρ3} < 1 such that
‖T nl − νf‖γ ≤ CR · e
−λ5γn
2 + ‖T
n
2 l˜ − νf‖γ ≤ Cτ
n.
To finish the proof of Theorem A, one only need take l = φ · νf .

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7. Coupling Algorithm
In this section we will define τ and R in Lemma 6.1. The arguments of this
section are similar to the discussion of [13][Sections 7,8 and 9]. More precisely, in
Subsection 7.1 we describe the coupling algorithm; in Subsection 7.2 we describe
the first run. These two subsections are parallel to [13][Sectioon 7]. In Subsection
7.3 we prove (A) of Lemma 6.1, and in Subsection 7.4 we prove (B) of Lemma 6.1
in a different argument compares to [13][Section 9], which is from [43].
Although the argument here mainly comes from [13], the discussion here is sim-
pler. The main differences are: in the first run, we only cut the second coordinate
at the step n0 (see Remark 7.6); moreover, we will show by construction that after
the first run, we define the map between subsets of positive measure (Lemma 7.7).
The reasons are because our reference measures have some ‘good’ properties:
• the conditional measure νu· of νf along the partition ξ
u is invariant under
center-stable holonomy map Hcs·,· (Proposition 2.6);
• the Jacobian of f with respect to νu is piecewise constant: for every x ∈M ,
df∗(ν
u
x )|ξu(f(x))
dνu
f(x)
(f(x)) = νux (f
−1ξu(f(x))) (Lemma 2.7).
Let Y and Y˜ be the set of rectangles Y = ξu(x) × I, where I ⊂ [0, 1], with the
measure m = νux × dt. We write f(x, t) = (f(x), t). For Y1 ∈ Y and Y2 ∈ Y˜ and the
corresponding measures m1 and m2 respectively, such that m1(Y1) = m2(Y2), we
give an algorithm defining τ and R. This algorithm will depend on three positive
parameters, K,λ and ε.
Applying Corollary 5.7 on function φ = log |df |Ec |, we obtain constants s and
θ1 such that for any n > 0, and any x ∈ T3, denote by fn(ξu(x)) = ∪jξu(xj) and
cj = ν
u
x (f
−n(ξu(xj))), then
(12)
∑
j
cj‖df
n | Ec‖f−n(ξu(xj)) ≤ θ
n
1 .
Let λ > 0 be small enough such that −λc(νf )/4 > λ and e−λs > θ1.
By the uniform contraction of f−1 restricted on ξu(·), we have
Lemma 7.1. There is K0 > 0 such that for any n ≥ 0 and y, z ∈ f
−n(ξu(fn(x))),
‖dfn |Ecs(y) ‖
‖dfn |Ecs(z) ‖
≤ K0e
−nλc(νf )/4.
By Corollary 5.7, take K > K0 large enough such that
(13) q1 = max
x
νux (U(ξ
u(x))) < 1,
where U(ξu(x)) = {y ∈ ξu(x) : ∃n > 0 and z ∈ (f−nξu)(y) such that
‖(dfn |Ec)(z)‖ ≥ Ke−λn}.
Remark 7.2. Recall that by Proposition 4.8 and Remark 4.9, there is a0 > 0 such
that for any point x ∈ T3, there is a set Γx ⊂ ξu(x) with ξux (Γx) > a0 and for every
y ∈ Γx,
‖dfn |Ecs(y) ‖ ≤ e
nλc(νf )/2 for any n ≥ 0.
Moreover, by Lemma 7.1, Γx belongs to the complement of U(ξ
u(x)).
There is δ > 0 such that if d(x, y) < δ, then ‖(df |Ecs)(y)‖ ≤ e
λ/2‖(df |Ecs)(x)‖.
Let ε ≤ δ2K .
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7.1. Algorithm. The algorithm will work recursively. In the first run, we define
the map between P∞j of Yj . For the points where τ is not defined, we define a
stopping time s(y) such that the set Pnj = {y ∈ Yj : s(y) = n} is of the form
f−n(
⋃
k Yjnk) where Y1nk = ξ
u(x1nk)× I1nk ∈ Y, Y2nk = ξu(x2nk)× I2nk ∈ Y˜ and
m1(P
n
1 ) = m2(P
n
2 ).
Then we can use our algorithm again to couple Pn1 to P
n
2 . We first chop each
Yjnk into several pieces along the second coordinate so that the resulting collection
{Y jnl} satisfies ∪kYjnk = ∪lY jnl and m1(Y 1nl) = m2(Y 2nl).
Let f−n(Y jnl) = Ujnl × Ijnl. Denote cjnl = νuxj (Ujnl). Let ∆jnl be the
map ∆jnl(x, t) = (f
n(x), rjnl(t)) where rjnl is the affine isomorphism between
Ijnl and [0, cjnl|Ijnl|]. We now call our algorithm recursively to produce maps
τnl : ∆(f
−n(Y 1nl)) → ∆(f
−n(Y 2nl)) and Rnl : ∆(f
−n(Y 1nl)) → N satisfying the
conditions of Lemma 6.1. We set
τ(x, t) =
{
τfirst run(x, t), if (x, t) ∈ P∞1 ;
∆−12nl ◦ τnl ◦∆1nl, if (x, t) ∈ f
−n(Y 1nl).
R(x, t) =
{
Rfirst run(x, t), if (x, t) ∈ P
∞
1 ;
n+Rnl(∆1nl(x, t)) if (x, t) ∈ f−n(Y 1nl).
7.2. First run. Let us now describe the first run of our algorithm.
Because supp(νf ) is a Fu minimal component (Proposition 4.8), there exist n0
and points xj1 ∈ fn0(ξu(xj)) for j = 1, 2 such that
dcs(y,H
cs
x11,x21(y)) ≤ ε,
for any y ∈ ξu(x11), where dcs denotes the distance inside each cs leaf. Let cˆj =
νuxj (f
−n0(ξu(xj1))), (t1, t2) = (
cˆ2
cˆ1
, 1) if cˆ2 ≤ cˆ1, and (t1, t2) = (1,
cˆ1
cˆ2
) if cˆ1 ≤ cˆ2.
Define Y j = ξ
u(xj1)× [0, tj ]. Let s((y, t)) = n0 for points of Yj \ f−n0(Y j).
We now proceed to define Pnj inductively for n > n0. Let Q
n−1
j = Yj \∪
n−1
m=n0P
m
j .
We assume by induction that fn−1(Qn−1j ) =
⋃
k Yjk(n−1) where
Yjk(n−1) = Vjk(n−1) × [0, tj ] = ξ
u(xjk(n−1)))× [0, tj ],
(14) m1(f
−(n−1)(Y1k(n−1))) = m2(f
−(n−1)(Y2k(n−1))),
Hcsx1k(n−1),x2k(n−1)(ξ
u(x1k(n−1))) = ξ
u(x2k(n−1)) and
(15) d(x,Hcsx1k(n−1),x2k(n−1)(x)) ≤ rn−1 for any x ∈ ξ
u(x1k(n−1)),
where rn = Kεe
−λn/2.
Because the partition {ξu(·)} is increasing, we can write
f(ξu(xjk(n−1))) = ∪lξ
u(xjlkn) for j = 1, 2,
such that Hcsx1lkn,x2lkn(ξ
u(x1lkn)) = ξ
u(x2lkn). Let
βlkn = ‖df
n−n0 |Ec(f−(n−n0)(ξu(x1lkn)) ‖.
If βlkn > Ke
−λ(n−n0) let s(y) = n on f−n(ξu1lkn) × [0, tj ]. Otherwise let Yjlkn =
ξu(xjlkn)× [0, tj ].
To complete the first run, we still need to show the following two lemmas:
Lemma 7.3. d(fn(x),Hcsx1jkn,x2jkn(f
n(x))) ≤ rn for any (x, t) ∈ Y1jkn,
Proof. This result is a corollary of the following lemma:
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Lemma 7.4. [13, Lemma 8.1] If x ∈M and n > 0 are such that for any 0 ≤ j < n,
(df j |Ec)(x) ≤ Ke−λj then for any 0 ≤ j ≤ n,
f j(Fcsε (x0)) ⊂ F
cs
rj (f
j(x0)),
where rj = Kεe
−λn/2.

Lemma 7.5.
(16) m1(f
−n(Y1jkn)) = m2(f
−n(Y2jkn)).
Proof. Because t1
t2
= cˆ2cˆ1 =
νux2 (f
−n0(ξu(x21)))
νux1 (f
−n0(ξu(x11)))
and by definition Yjlkn = ξ
u(xjlkn) ×
[0, tj ], the lemma follows from the fact that
νux1(f
−n(ξu(x1lkn)))
νux2(f
−n(ξu(x2lkn)))
=
νux1(f
−n0(ξu(x11)))
νux2(f
−n0(ξu(x21)))
Observe that by Lemma 2.7, for j = 1, 2,
νuxj (f
−n(ξu(xjlkn)))
νuxj (f
−n0(ξu(xj1)))
= νuxj1(f
−(n−n0)(ξu(xjlkn))).
Then this lemma is a corollary of the fact that (Hcsx11,x21)∗(ν
u
x11) = ν
u
x21 (Propo-
sition 2.6), and Hcsx11,x21(f
−(n−n0)(ξu(x1lkn))) = f
−(n−n0)(ξu(x2lkn)). 
Remark 7.6. By the above construction, in each run, τ is not defined on (x, t) ∈ Y1
for s(x) = n for three reasons:
(a) n = n0 and f
n0(x) /∈ ξu(x11);
(b) n = n0 and f
n0(x) ∈ ξux11 , but t > t1;
(c) In the step n > n0, max
y∈f−(n−n0)(ξu(x))
‖dfn |Ec (y)‖ > Ke−λ(n−n0).
We only cut the height I to t1 in the step n = n0. Thus P
∞
1 = Y1 \∪nP
n
1 is a union
of vertical intervals of the form (x, [0, t1]).
We define τ : P∞1 → P
∞
2 such that for any (x, t) ∈ P
∞
1 , denote by
y = f−n0 ◦ Hcsx11,x21 ◦ f
n0(x), then
(17) τ((x, t)) = (y,
cˆ1
cˆ2
t) and R(x, t) = n0.
We need to verify four things:
(I) τ is defined on a set of whole measure in Y1;
(II) τ is measure preserving;
(III) τ satisfies (A) of Lemma 6.1;
(IV) τ satisfies (B) of Lemma 6.1.
7.3. Measure preserving. In this subsection, we verify properties (I), (II) and
(III) above.
The property (I) is a sequence of the following lemma:
Lemma 7.7. There is a > 0 does not depend on x1, x2 such that m1(P
∞
1 ) > a.
Proof. By Proposition 4.8 and Remark 7.2, there is a0 > 0 such that for any
point x ∈ T3, there is a set Γx ⊂ ξu(x) with ξux(Γx) > a0 and Γx belongs to the
complement of U(ξu(x)). We claim that
f−n0(Γx11)× [0, t1] ⊂ P
∞
1 .
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Because Γx11 ⊂ ξ
u(x11), it does not fit the situation of case (a) of Remark 7.6
where the points been ruled out in the first run. And by Remark 7.2 and the choice
of K, the points in Γx11 also do not fit the situation of case (c), thus we finish the
proof of the claim.
By (a) of Proposition 4.8, νux11(Γx11) > a0. Then by Lemma 2.7 and Remark 2.8,
νux1(f
−n0(Γx11)) = ν
u
x11(Γx11)
n0−1∏
i=0
νufi(x)(f
−1ξu(f i+1(x))) > a0a
n0
1 .
Moreover, Remark 2.8, there are only finitely many values of cˆj (j = 1, 2), so do tj ,
take the minimal value denote by t0. Let a = a0a
n0
1 t0, the proof is complete. 
Now let us prove (II):
Lemma 7.8. τ | P∞1 is measure preserving.
Proof. One only need to show that the map
f−n0 ◦ Hcsx11,x21 ◦ f
n0 : f−n0(ξu(x11))→ f
−n0(ξu(x21))
has Jacobian
cˆ2
cˆ1
=
νux2(f
−n0(ξu(x21)))
νux2(f
−n0(ξu(x11)))
.
This comes easily from Lemma 2.7 and because νu· is preserved by the center-
stable holonomy:
(Hcsx11,x21)∗ν
u
x11 = ν
u
x21 .

Moreover, (III) comes directly from the construction (see (15)), if we take ρ1 =
Kεe−λ/2.
7.4. Coupling time. Here we prove IV: (B) of Lemma 6.1. As a summary of the
above discussion, we have:
Lemma 7.9. There are constants q, C0 > 0, ρ0 < 1 such that for any pair Y1, Y2
(H1) m1(P
∞
1 ) ≥ a;
(H2) m1(P
n
1 ) ≤ C0ρ
n
0 .
Proof. (H1) is exactly Lemma 7.7.
To prove (H2), observe that for n > n0, the only reason for (y, t) to belong to
Pn1 is that max
z∈f−(n−n0)(ξu(fn(y)))
|dfn−n0 |Ec (z)| > Ke−λn. So by the choice of λ,
the measure of such points is exponentially small by Corollary 5.7 and (12).

Now represent R(y) =
∑k(y)
j=1 sj(y), where sj(x) is the stopping time of the
jth run of our algorithm. And Tk be the set where τ is not defined after k runs
of our algorithm and Uk = Tk−1 \ Tk. Then m1(R = n) =
∑
i≤[δn]m1(Ui) +∑
i>[δn]m1(Ui) = I + II for some δ small
Then II < (1− a)δn by (H1) of Lemma 7.9. To estimate the first term, we only
need to consider
(18)
m1({R = n} ∩ Ui) =
∑
(k1,...,ki);
∑
kj=n
m1({si = ki})
≤
∑
(k1,...,ki);
∑
kj=n
(
i∏
j=1
C0ρ
kj
0 )
≤
(
n
i
)
Ci0ρ
n
0 .
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Because
(
n
[nδ]
)
≈ eεn for some ε = ε(δ) where ε(δ) → 0 as δ → 0. Choosing δ
small enough such that
eε(δ)Cδ0ρ0 = ρ
′ < 1.
Then the first item is ≤ [nδ]ρ′n.
We complete the proof of (B) in Lemma 6.1.
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